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DAVID GREENHOOD

The Character of aState
The political division known as a state may have for its individuality
but little more than the definiteness of its surveyed boundaries. Its
identity may be evidenced by little more than its representation in
Congress, its more or less the-same-as-elsewhere products, its publicity
noise (more or less the same as elsewhere), and its name as a postal
address.
In what may be called a "things culture," such a state would be like
a box on a shelf of boxes. Then whether that box state bears a name
or a number will not matter much. But its contents may become iden-:
tified by that name which is as vapid as a number, and this will matter
greatly only if the human contents aspire beyond mere identity, however "colorfully" conspicuous that might be made by the state flower,
tree, bird, the motto on the flag, and the brag on the license plate.
- In a "people's culture;' the state will be more than a container; it
will be virtually what it contains. It will have a 1ivingly actual name,
charged in Its meaning with the characterfulness of its inhabitants past
and present.
With a worldwide mass production of people for the sake of the
mass production of things-things, which are supposed to be for people
but that are really what people live for, and live for aimlessly and
wastefully-a person's individuality today faces destruction, while his
egotism is being built up as much as ever. So he puts a premium on
his identity. There is everywhere, in persons and in places, a hunger
for attention, an almost worshipful devotion to publicity. The desire
for fame is no longer an ambition but an anguish; it is like a craving
for alcohol when what one needs is nourishment. A human thing can-
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not be content with mere identity; it must be conspicuous identity.
But a human being desires less and better than that.
What we all truly and very deeply long for, whether as individual
persons or as people of a marked region, is character: a consistency that
glows, a coherence that rings, a rootedness that blooms, a complex
mixture that does not destroy its compone~ts but th~t transmutes
them into a stronger fonn of survival. It is not even "importance" we
inwardly need. Such importance is too often anything but character,
which itself is immensely important. And there is now a character
famine almost everywhere. Notably in places where most things are
plentiful.
New Mexico is not such a place. In fact, its character derives considerably from the scarcity of things through the centuries. But it has
for a long time known how to be frugal in an affable way.
Poverty and h.ardship, though, are not in themselves virtues, nor
necessarily the parents of human worth; the ethos of scarcity is not
always a very good one. Nobody can grow up as well as he 'might on
too little of what he needs. If certain necessities are wanting, it is only
because some others are present that there is any chance for survival
and strength. Particularly essential is moral strength, the kind that
makes people affable toward Nature, even when she withholds, and
toward themselves, even when they suffer.
New Mexico is a most earthy place, awesomely earthy, but the essential concern here has been spiritual. Never, probably, have its earlier
inhabitants had a scarcity of feeling and wondering; their relics suggest
they had plenty of whatputs meaning into living.
New Mexico is big country but its sky is still bigger. The sky here
is the main bigness. And to know this is to begin to know the state's
true character.
The New Mexican Indian has fed on skies that both humble and
free the inner feelings. He can behold a cumulus cloud standing aloft
five or six miles into the blue room of the godly sun but leveling its
feet with his mountain tops, the home of his brothers and sisters: the
eagle, the deer, and the aspen and spruce. He stands on ground that is
so undressed and open to the skies and to him and his wife and children, they feel an intimacy with it like that which they have with each
other. So they can easily imagine the emergence of their earliest ancestors from it, led up into sight of the sky by the kachinas, the gobetweens for Deity and Man. All is interconnection in the nature of
this country with its perspicuous heavens and manifest terrain. Sun,
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cloud, rainbow, rain, com, seed, foot dancing on deep ear~-home
all are in continuity. The soul feels it just as surely as the eye sees it.
This continuity-this Indianness-is what gives New Mexico character. This is what gives its inhabitants their intercommunity and yet
also enriches their sense of identity as individuals. New Mexico has
scenery, but travelers may find more and better elsewhere. Nowhere
else, though, will they find such landscape. Nor will they perceive it i~
. New Mexico unless they learn how to ~ettle. into it and become part
of it. It can only be seen from within.
A people preserves character only by developing it, not by keeping it
always the same as it has been. Not even in museum practices is exact,
fixed preservation the entire intent, for the curator hopes his protection
of an object will not prevent it from being better and better understood
in the changing light of newly brought Information. A person's or a
commonwealth's character is preserved not alone by continuing to live
on what has sustained it but by having to take in whatever else it may
need to increase the 'enjoyment of existence. That is, character must
keep on growing~
The highhanded Navajo acquired from the wise-handed Pueblos
the kachina and made it his Yei; he took some of their stQries, without
depriving them of these. Although he may not always have carved and
. dressed his figurines as ingeniously as the Hopi and Zuni carvers did
theirs, he did wonders with the Pueblo stories when he retold them to
light up the far reaches of his own spirit. Directly and indirectly, in
external ways that social students can point out, and in intuitive ways
that dwellers in New Mexico today can only feel, this transaction
':
contributed to the character of the state.
Navajo and Pueblo and Apache ¥ve been cruel to each other, but
whenever an intertribal adaptation took place that gave one or a~ol:her
more character, the tribes were ;ade more worthy of survival; and
whether each as an enemy recognized this in the other or not, each as
a people must have recognized it in themselves. This is what primarily
matters.
. When the first Europeans came they found neither removable
wealth nor impenetrable wilderness, but a vast, somewhat Holy Land
kind of desertscape with several oases of a homebody civilization. The
Franciscans found what they came for-souls, and the souls responded.
There was connection. The kachinas and the saints. Water and
baptism.
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The Indians built houses by puddling adobe in mold-forms made
with hides. The Spanish showed them how to make adobe bricks,
windows, doorways with doors and floor-level thresholds, and chimneys. The houses absorbed all these innovations and continued to be
as Indian as ever.
There were between the Indians and the Spanish colonists hostilities
and betrayals beyond any condoning, but in these successful cultural
connections themselves there could be only peace and amity. You can
·sense it in a pueblo adobe house; the taste is good. For good taste is
not an ephemeral convention but a combination of validities worthy
of becoming convention.
The Spaniards built their houses of adobe, not because of an affectation, but because local conditions necessitated such construction. The "
architectural appurtenances the Spaniards could bring, even in the later
days of the grand haciendas, were few, and their holdover of the medieval style had to be adapted at its simplest. But the result was authentic. Indian and Spanish necessities and satisfactions connected and
continued and became New Mexican. The portal, the patio, the
zaguan, the carved wooden window and door frames and doors and
corbels-they all married well into the Indian adobe. There was a
combination of austerity and grace, frankness and courtesy, reverence
and caprice in the architectural and personal style. Like the colonial
New England, Pennsylvania Dutch, and the Carolina Moravian, the
New Mexican home and church have about them a poor man's decent
spareness and a poor wife's comforting tidiness which we find somehow reassuring today. The few parts that are ornate-such as carved
beams and frames-were honored by the many, calm surfaces that had
to be plain. Whatever was large was heartily and not showily so.
This style of home and life is laced through with fun: holiness and
laughter can live together. Among the Indians also this is true. The
Koshari dancers of the pueblos are both holy men and clowns-which
they can well be, for their offices are with the sun.
When the Gringo came he made additional adaptations. On the
upper edges of the flat-roofed houses he put two or three c9urses of
red pressed brick to prevent the rains from eroding the adobe, and
. this gave the chunky structure a trim style now spoken of as Territorial.
However, the walls still became eroded. The time came when the
occupant was too busy to patch them after every storm and when the
people whom he might hire to do so were charging too much for the
work. So he used a kind of adobe-colored hard plaster coating. This
https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol27/iss4/3
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gives the walls a smooth look, so that a thick-walled, genuine adobe
building may take on the slick and flimsy look of the thin-walled, fake
adobe houses that make some neighborhoods of New Mexican towns
as trite as any outside the state. But hard plaster can be handled well
so that the house will stay in character. The Cristo Rey church in Santa
Fe, largest adobe builping north of old Mexico, is coated with hard
plaster, and it looks gobd. The Gringo, and along with him his Spanish
fellow citizen, is making still further changes by instituting plumbing
electricity, and steel-framed windows. Where the old-timer made a
few windo.ws and made them, small so that he could shut out heat, cold,
dazzling sunlight, and perhaps also the vast and toilsomely traversed
landscape, the new-timer is making many windows and making them
larger so he can sit in his air-conditioned home and look through a
"picture window" at a "view." All these changes tend to tighten the
plastic lines and trick up the house, so that though it may not look
phony, it seems dubious; and then there is no apparent reason why it
should be adobe at all; which indeed it often is not, except in general
shape and color. Such mishaps may now be more numerous than the
successes, but more and more people are taking the time to find the
connection between the Indian-Spanish-New Mexican character and
themselves, and are learning to build houses that, adobe or not and
ever so modern, are grateful for the heritage and, like a pueblo house,
sink thankfully into the country landscape to become a scarcely visible
part of it. In this clear air showiness is uncouth, exhibitionism idiotic.
The Spaniard and the Gringo made in the past many atrocious disconnections (like those ridiculous steeples titivating that gravely massive old church at Isleta). But it is better to think of the carved and
painted saints that the impecunious Spanish villagers made for their
churches and homes. The "primitive" santos and bultos, though made
by Spanish hands, are connections with the Indian's cashless wayswith his willingness to be only himself, and to depend on his intuitions,
probably without knowing that word or being called an artist. It is
better to think of the Navajos who, after being crushingly defeated
by the u.S. Army, learned silverwork and gave to it a distinctive felicity
the white man could not have given to silver and turquoise.
New Mexico has a blend of tastes, a style of living and playing, a
spirit that can go with the landscape and sky in their many variations
and incredible reaches. The visitor may at first feel, in some parts of it,
lost and sad. He is reduced in scale to a smallness he never before
Published by UNM Digital Repository, 1957
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experienced. The sadness and lostness vanish as he becomes more
acquainted with the people, sitting among them by their comer fir~
places, smelling the sandalwood scent of the pinon and juniper they
bum; even on a winter day when he walks past their houses, the smell
of that smoke from the chimneys is a kind of beauty itself, and he
breathes in with it an intimacy he had not expected and will not forget.
Then the over-powering mountain, at once near and inaccessible, and
the vast rolling swoop of the plain with its formidable arroyos and forlorn mesas, under a sky with monstrous separate clouds like exclamatory symbols made by some unknown intelligence-all gradually
combine to make good sense. He can feel it though he cannot state it,
and now he wants to abide with it. He no longer feels scaled down
almost to non-identity. In one way or other, the newcomer, from probably the early Athabascan to certainly the most recent Anglo, must
connect and continue with the nature of the place'\to endure it before
he can truly enjoy it, and he can do this best by dOIng likewise with its
people.
New Mexico has always been faced with the difficulty of retaining
its essence while maintaining hospitality to people and ideas from afar.
It must exercise conservation both in economic and aesthetic ways
without becoming too conservative; like every region with a fascinating
past from which it inherits color, this state would be wasteful ,if it did
not hold on to its historical colorfulness and keep it genuine. Yet it
must be prudently progressive.
/
Archeologists, ethnologists, and anthropologists are recovering from
oblivion much of interest and beauty. They are also saving much that
is about to be forgotten. They are mending and keeping in repair the
continuity of the cultures that, together with the country itself, is indispensable to the state's character. And in doing this they are also
enriching it in ways that are possibly as "novel" as any recent ideas and
ways might be. Forgotten designs on ancient pottery-such as, say, that
of the Mimbres-are recovered, with the result that they are "picked
up" by today's ceramists, silverworkers, and painters, who use them
with all the zest of fresh invention. This process, far from discouraging
actual invention, furthers the expectancy of it.
Spanish is still the principal language spoken in many towns and in
most villages of New Mexico, which because of this is the only state
that is really bi-lingual. That fact, along with the music and flavor of
Spanish as a "second language," contributes to the state's character.
And as a second language, Spanish is something more than just so
0
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much picturesque decor. Its existence, unlike that in foreign "quarters" in many large cities, and "sections" in some states, tends more to
make for connection and homogeneity than for separateness and
heterogeneity. New Me~ico's second language is also a valuable token
of good relations with several countries and a whole continent, proceeding directly southward. In order that Spanish speech may be continued in New Mexico it is not necessary that children be confined
_to it and never learn ~nglish; it is only necessary that the other children
not be confined to English either, and that both languages be available
to both kinds of children in schools as well as in homes and shops. If
New Mexico lost its active use of Spanish it would lose some of its
character. The vestiges of it that would remain in telephone book
names and in the names of places would become only empty
reminders.
Another possibly serious loss would be the passing away of the
Pueblo Indian's communal, noncompetitive temperament. Because of
it he has a. highly developed conferential skill by which, through long,
patient discussion, an entire deliberative body can work out a thorough
harmony of mind and action.
Long before New Mexico was a state it had its character as a region
with a culture based on people. Th~ Pueblo residents were importuned
or raided by nomadic tribes charging in from all directions. The character changed but it continued in its essence, because this was strong.
It still is., The importunities of the present incomers and passersthrough are, to n;lme a few: bad manners, bad taste, wrong notions,
affectations, etc. Much that is phony is a result. As every place else in
the world where the traveler takes the native as a curiosity and is in
turn taken as a sucker for the quaint and picturesque, there is an outlay
of trashy curios. Worse than that are the developed false values which
delude the resident himself. In New Mexico, romanticising the memory of a ruffian lout like Billy the Kid while ignoring such stirring
heroes as Friar Tomas Manso and John Clum does no credit to the
people's way of judging what is worthy of their own imagination. But
all this may not betas bad as it seems to the enlightened new-timer, who
is likely to be more apprehensive about these disfigurements than the
equally enlightened old~timer.
Santa Fe, for example, probably has more museums than any other
American city of the same size, and the like of Billy the Kid does not
figure for much in any of the exhibits. Throughout the state there is
too much more that is too much more interesting tltan his kind of
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for any ominous headshaking. As for the curios, if the vis.itor
surely likes Indian and other New Mexican artifacts he can very soon
learn how and where to find the authentic examples. It is not the
presence of the outsider that is a menace to the spirit of this handicraft
(the indifference of the insensitive resident is perhaps worse); the
cheapening threat has its origin in the general economic complexity of
modern civilization. The newcomers who changed the Pajarito Plateau, a rugged lap high 6n the Jemez Range, into a modern laboratory
city and helped to make the state the national center of nuclear research (a fact which has by now entered into the character), are buying
the ingenuously expressive wood carvings of the Lopez family over in
the foothills of the Sangre de Cristo Range, opposite.
Gigantic highways are slashing through the mountain passes and
scarring their sides. These traffic channels go roaring over grazing lands,
making new troubles for stockmen. Some change is taking place in the
character of the landscape. But the landscape and the people in it will
sooner or later make these causeways behave more respectfully. No
matter how fast the traveler on them may speed through the state, he
will not do so very often before he will feel something greater than his
hurry, and he will stop to find out what it is.
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